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In recent years, deep learning on graphs has achieved remarkable success in various domains. However,
the reliance on annotated graph data remains a significant bottleneck due to its prohibitive cost and time-
intensive nature. To address this challenge, self-supervised learning (SSL) on graphs has gained increasing
attention and has made significant progress. SSL enables machine learning models to produce informative
representations from unlabeled graph data, reducing the reliance on expensive labeled data. While SSL on
graphs has witnessed widespread adoption, one critical component, Graph Contrastive Learning (GCL),
has not been thoroughly investigated in the existing literature. Thus, this survey aims to fill this gap by
offering a dedicated survey on GCL. We provide a comprehensive overview of the fundamental principles
of GCL, including data augmentation strategies, contrastive modes, and contrastive optimization objectives.
Furthermore, we explore the extensions of GCL to other aspects of data-efficient graph learning, such as
weakly supervised learning, transfer learning, and related scenarios. We also discuss practical applications
spanning domains such as drug discovery, genomics analysis, recommender systems, and finally outline the
challenges and potential future directions in this field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph-structured data is ubiquitous and pervasive across various domains, ranging from social
networks [3, 136] to recommender systems [62, 122, 173], biological networks [23, 220], and
knowledge graphs [12, 185]. With the rise in popularity and remarkable success of Graph Neu-
ral Networks (GNNs), deep learning on graphs has garnered significant attention in numerous
fields [57, 65, 67, 175]. However, despite the widespread adoption of GNNs, a fundamental chal-
lenge persists – the majority of GNN models are tailored towards (semi-)supervised learning
scenarios [30, 66, 67, 104]. This necessitates access to a substantial amount of labeled data, which
significantly restricts the applicability of graph deep learning methods in practice. This limitation
is particularly pronounced in domains such as healthcare and molecular chemistry. In these fields,
acquiring labeled data requires specialized expertise and extensive manual annotation efforts.
Moreover, the graph data in these domains are typically limited, costly to acquire, or inaccessible.
For instance, in healthcare, constructing patient interaction networks or disease progression graphs
may require intricate knowledge of medical procedures and conditions, along with exhaustive
documentation and annotation efforts [76]. Similarly, in molecular chemistry, identifying the prop-
erties of compounds requires expertise in chemical synthesis and experimental validation, as well
as extensive data collection and analysis resources. [60].
To tackle the issues of scarce and inaccessible labeled data, self-supervised learning (SSL) has

emerged as a promising solution [15, 17, 32, 42, 132]. SSL works by using pretext tasks to automati-
cally extract meaningful representations from unlabeled data, thus reducing the reliance on manual
annotations. By devising pretext tasks that exploit inherent structures within the data itself, SSL can
uncover rich information from unannotated datasets, leading to improved model performance and
generalization [56, 88]. In recent years, SSL has made significant strides in computer vision (CV)
and natural language processing (NLP), demonstrating promising prospects for future applications.
SSL methods in CV leverage semantic invariance under image transformations to learn visual
features. For instance, models like SimCLR [15] and Moco [42] focus on maximizing agreement
between differently augmented views of the same image, enabling the model to capture robust and
invariant features across variations. In NLP, SSL relies on language pretext tasks for pretraining.
Recent advancements, notably exemplified by models like BERT [17], utilize large-scale language
models trained on tasks such as masked language modeling and next sentence prediction, achieving
state-of-the-art performance across multiple tasks.
Inheriting the successes of SSL in CV and NLP, there’s a growing interest in extending SSL to

graph-structured data [40, 46, 47, 102, 125, 154, 198]. However, applying SSL directly to graphs
presents significant challenges. First, while CV and NLP primarily deal with Euclidean data, graphs
introduce non-Euclidean complexities, making traditional SSL approaches less effective [175].
Second, unlike the independent nature of data points in CV and NLP, graph data intertwines
through intricate topological structures, requiring innovative methodologies to effectively leverage
these relationships [57, 64]. Thus, designing graph-specific pretext tasks that seamlessly integrate
node features with graph structures becomes a crucial yet challenging concern.
In recent years, several literature reviews on graph SSL have put forward a comprehensive

framework [53, 92, 171, 181]. They summarize a novel paradigm that emphasizes the use of carefully
designed pretext tasks to extract meaningful graph representations efficiently. These reviews have
categorized the pretext tasks into various types, such as contrastive-based, generative-based, and
predictive-based approaches. Contrastive-based SSL approaches aim to learn effective representations
by comparing positive and negative examples in the embedding space [40, 125, 154]. Generative-
based SSL approaches focus on reconstructing input data and utilizing it as a supervisory signal,
and aim to produce representations that capture underlying structures and patterns in the graph
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data [47, 198]. Predictive-based SSL techniques involve predicting certain aspects of the graph
structure or node attributes, serving as auxiliary tasks to guide representation learning [46, 118].
Despite the comprehensive coverage provided by existing literature reviews on graph SSL

paradigms, they often lack in-depth analysis of specific aspects. This deficiency may stem from the
broad scope of the field and the multitude of techniques being developed concurrently. For example,
graph contrastive learning (GCL) stands out as one of the most extensively researched paradigms
currently. However, existing literature on graph SSL often only covers the fundamental principles
of GCL, without fully exploring its potential in various contexts and downstream applications.
Towards this end, in this survey, our primary focus is to provide a comprehensive overview of

GCL. Importantly, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been a dedicated survey
specifically studying GCL. The overall structure of the paper is described in Figure 1. Technically,
we initially summarize the fundamental principles of GCL in SSL, including augmentation strate-
gies, contrastive modes, and contrastive optimization objectives. Following that, we explore the
extensions of GCL into other aspects of data-efficient learning, such as weakly supervised learning,
transfer learning, and other relevant scenarios. Additionally, we discuss real-world applications
and outline the challenges and potential future directions in the field. The core contributions of
this survey can be summarized as follows:

• Research on GCL is extensive and continually gaining momentum. However, there is currently
a lack of comprehensive reviews specifically focused on GCL research. By offering this
overview, our goal is to address a critical gap in the literature and provide valuable insights.

• We provide a thorough elucidation of the foundational principles of GCL in SSL. This encom-
passes a detailed exploration of augmentation strategies, contrastive modes, and optimization
objectives, shedding light on the core mechanisms that drive the effectiveness of GCL.

• We extend the exploration beyond to cover scenarios such as weakly supervised learning,
transfer learning, and diverse data-efficient learning environments, highlighting GCL’s ca-
pacity to enhance learning efficiency and effectiveness.

• We discuss real-world applications where GCL has been successfully employed, spanning
fields such as drug discovery, genomics analysis, recommender systems, social networks and
traffic forecasting, showcasing its practical relevance and impact.

• We highlight the challenges facing the field of GCL, while also outlining promising avenues
for future research and development, indicating the exciting prospects that lie ahead.

Differences from Existing Surveys. Our survey distinguishes itself by focusing exclusively on
GCL within the field of graph SSL. Building on the comprehensive frameworks of Jin et al. [53]
and Liu et al. [92], we delve into the often-neglected differences of GCL, such as augmentation
strategies, contrastive modes, and optimization objectives within SSL. To the best of our knowledge,
in recent years, the surveys most related to ours are [92, 171, 231]. Specifically, Wu et al. [171] and
Liu et al. [92] adopt a similar logic to introduce the graph SSL technique with subtle differences.
They categorize graph SSL into different types and present associated mathematical summaries. Our
survey, however, exclusively discusses the GCL domain with an in-depth analysis including not just
theoretical foundations but also the practical implementations of GCL. Regarding [231], Zhu et al.
investigate the key design elements of GCL through controlled experiments, contributing insights
and the library to enhance GCL implementation. In contrast, we broadly discuss the techniques of
GCL in distinct realistic contexts like weakly supervised learning and transfer learning. We further
introduce the real-world applications of GCL, such as drug discovery, and genomics analysis. It
is important to note that the most recent survey [92] covers methods only up to 2022, and does
not include the latest developments from the past two years. Thus, this survey fills the gaps left by
previous studies and provides a valuable resource for understanding the landscape of GCL.
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GCL in
Self-supervised

Learning

Graph
Augmentation

Strategy

Rule-based
Augmentation

Stochastic Perturbation/Masking [131, 184, 196, 197, 233] ;
Subgraph Sampling [51, 141, 197] ; Graph Diffusion [52, 69, 115]

Learning-based
Augmentation

Graph Structure Learning [55, 94, 195, 220] ; Graph Adversarial
Training [24, 99, 169] ; Graph Rationalization [77, 91, 168]

Contrastive
Mode

Intra-scale
Contrast

Global-level Contrast [59, 129, 176, 196, 197] ; Context-level Contrast
[38, 93, 125] ; Local-level Contrast[13, 31, 84, 232, 233]

Inter-scale
Contrast

Local-Global Contrast [40, 117, 154, 221] ; Local-Context Contrast
[51, 112, 152, 228] ; Context-Global Contrast [9, 142, 220]

Contrastive
Optimization
Strategy

Contrastive
Methods

InfoNCE-based Methods [4, 41, 177, 212, 231–233] ; Divergence-based
Methods [44, 108] ; Distance-based Methods [4, 15, 66, 150, 151]

Non-contrastive
Methods

Knowledge-distillation Methods [32, 148, 231] ;
Redundancy-reduction Methods [6]

GCL for
Data-efficient
Learning

Graph Weakly
Supervised Learning

Contrast for
Label Utilization

Hard Label Guided Contrast [63, 96, 155, 202, 207] ;
Soft Label Guided Contrast [54, 83, 98]

Contrast for
Structure Integration

Contrast for Information Fusion [75, 101, 156] ;
Contrast for Conflicts Mitigation [140, 226]

Graph
Transfer Learning

Inter-domain
Contrastive Learning

Contrast for Domain Alignment [11, 172, 192, 193] ;
Contrast for Domain Discrimination [18, 90, 100, 162]

Intra-domain
Contrastive Learning

Contrast for Transferable Representation [16, 228, 230] ;
Contrast for Domain Adaptation [11, 55, 172, 197]

Others

GCL against Noise [79, 194, 205]

GCL against Imbalance [120, 210]

GCL against Out-of-distribution [16, 20, 89, 90, 103]

Adversarial Attack for GCL [24, 48, 80, 163, 211, 219]

Fairness for GCL [70, 81, 163]

Real-world
Applications

Drug Discovery
Biomolecular Interaction Analysis [27, 146, 161, 188]

Molecular Property Prediction [33, 60, 78, 159, 166, 208, 225]

Genomics Analysis
Single-cell Data Imputation and Clustering [72, 149, 182, 224]

Multi-omics Data Integration [86, 127, 180, 234]

Recommender Systems
Graph-based Collaborative Filtering [14, 95, 109, 128, 165, 178, 187, 199–201]

GNN for Downstream Recommendation [19, 50, 123, 179, 186, 191]

Social Networks [106, 107, 143, 227]

Traffic Forecasting [49, 116, 126, 183, 218]

Fig. 1. An overview of the taxonomy for existing GCL models.
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2 PRELIMINARY
To promote the introduction of GCL frameworks in the following sections, we first provide important
notations for graphs, outline the principle of graph neural networks and the basic concept of
contrastive learning, and introduce various downstream tasks of GCL in this section.

2.1 Notations
Let 𝐺 = (V, E,X) be an attribute graph, where V = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣 |V | } is the set of nodes, and
E ⊂ V × V is the set of edges, X represents the feature matrix. Each node 𝑣𝑖 in the graph is
associated with an attribute vector 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R𝐹 , where 𝐹 denotes the attribute dimension. The attribute
vectors of all the nodes form the feature matrix of the graph as X ∈ R |V |×𝐹 . The set of edges can
also be described using an adjacency matrix A ∈ R |V |× |V | , where A𝑖 𝑗 = 1 if (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ∈ E, while
A𝑖 𝑗 = 0 otherwise. Consequently, the graph can be equivalently expressed as 𝐺 = (A,X).

2.2 Graph Neural Network
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [37, 68, 100, 153] have developed into a crucial backbone for
learning representations of graph-structured data. The majority of popular GNN layers are based
on the message-passing mechanism [30], iteratively aggregating information from neighboring
nodes to capture the structural characteristics of the graph. Specifically, let h(𝑙 )

𝑣 represents the
embedding of 𝑣 ∈ 𝐺 at layer 𝑙 , and the propagation rule of message passing can be written as:

h(𝑙 )
𝑣 = U (𝑙 )

(
h(𝑙−1)
𝑣 ,A (𝑙 )

({
h(𝑙−1)
𝑢 ,∀𝑢 ∈ N (𝑣)

}))
, (1)

where A (𝑙 ) denotes the message aggregating function, U (𝑙 ) denotes the embedding updating
function, andN(𝑣) is the neighborhood of node 𝑣 . After 𝐿 iterative propagations, we can obtain the
node-level representation h(𝐿)

𝑣 , while the graph-level representation h𝐺 can be further generated
by integrating all the node representations with the READOUT function,

h𝐺 = READOUT({h(𝐿)
𝑣 ,∀𝑣 ∈ V}), (2)

which can be a simple sum function or any other global graph pooling operations [5, 215].

2.3 Contrastive Learning
Contrastive learning (CL) [10, 15, 42] has become a popular self-supervised learning approach,
which explores inherent similarities and differences between different objects, thereby reducing the
reliance on labeled data. The core idea of contrastive learning is to narrow the distance between
similar objects (positive pairs) while widening the distance between dissimilar objects (negative
pairs) in the embedding space.
For instance, for an object 𝑥𝑖 , a common CL paradigm involves first generating an augmented

view of it, i.e., 𝑥 ′𝑖 , through a kind of augmentation strategy that preserves semantics, such as
rotations in the case of image data [15]. The augmented view is treated as the positive sample, while
the other objects 𝑥 𝑗 ( 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖) in the dataset are considered negative samples. Then a parameterized
encoder 𝑓𝜃 is employed to map various objects and their augmented views into embeddings in
the representation space, i.e., h𝑖 and h′𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐵}, where 𝐵 denotes the batch size. Finally,
the model can be optimized by minimizing a contrastive loss function L𝑐𝑜𝑛 , which maximizes the
consistency between positive sample pairs while minimizing the consistency between negative
sample pairs. The general loss objective can be written as,

𝜃 ∗ = argmin
𝜃

1
𝐵

𝐵∑︁
𝑖=1

L𝑐𝑜𝑛
(
h𝑖 , h′𝑖

)
. (3)
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A typical way for constructing a contrastive loss function involves leveraging the softmax function
to distinguish between positive and negative samples, such as NT-Xent [15] and InfoNCE [114],
which can be formalized as follows,

L𝑐𝑜𝑛
(
h𝑖 , h′𝑖

)
= − log

𝑒sim(h𝑖 ,h′𝑖)/𝜏

𝑒sim(h𝑖 ,h′𝑖)/𝜏 + ∑
𝑗≠𝑖 𝑒

sim(h𝑖 ,h𝑗 )/𝜏 , (4)

where sim(·, ·) denotes a function measuring the similarity between embeddings, 𝜏 denotes the
temperature parameter that controls the sensitivity of penalties on hard negative samples [158].

2.4 Downstream Tasks
The graph encoder optimized by contrastive learning can map graphs into informative and highly
discriminative vector representations, facilitating the application to various downstream tasks.
Based on the granularity of the prediction targets, these downstream tasks can be broadly catego-
rized into node-level tasks and graph-level tasks.

Node-level tasks. These tasks focus on predicting properties of nodes and relationships among
nodes, including node classification [67], node ranking [1], node clustering [189], and link pre-
diction [121]. For instance, the goal of node clustering is to partition the 𝑛 unlabeled nodes in a
graph into 𝐾 disjoint clusters {𝐶1, . . . ,𝐶𝐾 }, where nodes within the same cluster exhibit similar
semantics while those in different clusters have distinct semantics. Among these node-level tasks,
prediction problems involve pairwise relationships between nodes, such as predicting the existence
of relationships (edges) between two nodes and predicting the type of these relationships, also
referred to as edge-level tasks. The most typical edge-level prediction task is link prediction [214],
whose objective is to forecast unobserved connections between nodes in a partially observed graph.
Formally, given a graph G = (V, E,X) with partial edges EO ⊂ E observed, the model is expected
to infer whether an edge exists between node 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 , where (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ∉ EO .

Graph-level tasks. These tasks focus on predicting properties, relationships, and structures for
entire graphs, including graph classification [61, 105], graph matching [25], graph generation [167,
229], and graph-level clustering [58]. For example, graph classification aims to predict the property
category to which an entire graph belongs. Formally, given a training dataset D = {𝐺𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1,
where 𝑦𝑖 is the category label for graph 𝐺𝑖 , graph classification aims to learn a model to predict
the class 𝑦 𝑗 for each graph 𝐺 𝑗 in the test set precisely. For graph generation, the goal is to learn
the distribution 𝑝 (G) of given graph data G = {𝐺𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, and then sample new graphs from this
distribution 𝐺new ∼ 𝑝 (G), which is beneficial for accelerating the process of drug discovery [138].

3 GCL IN SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING
In this section, we systematically categorize the basic principles of GCL in SSL, including aug-
mentation strategies, contrastive modes, and contrastive optimization objectives, and present the
associated mathematical summaries. The overall framework is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Graph Augmentation Strategy
Graph augmentation aims to generate compatible, identity-maintaining positive examples of the
specified graph for GCL. Despite significant advancements in data augmentation for contrastive
learning within computer vision and natural language processing, directly transferring these
methods to the graph domain is challenging due to the non-Euclidean, and irregular structure of
graph data. Current graph augmentation strategies can be roughly divided into ruled-based and
learning-based approaches, depending on whether learning is involved in the augmentation process.
The graph augmentation strategies in GCL are summarized in Table 1.
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Structure Learning
Adversarial Training
Graph Rationalization

Learning-based
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Graph Instances
Masking

Fig. 2. The general framework of graph contrastive learning (GCL). A contrastive method can be determined
by defining its data augmentation strategy to generate different views, contrastive mode for the alignment
between instances at different scales, and corresponding different contrastive optimization strategies.

3.1.1 Rule-based Augmentation. A commonly used approach for graph-data augmentation is
modifying the graph data following pre-defined rules. Depending on their complexity, rules for
graph augmentation can vary from simple strategies such as stochastic perturbation/masking [131,
147, 184, 197] or randomly sampling subgraphs [51, 125, 197] to more sophisticated strategies that
utilize graph diffusion processes following specific diffusion kernels [28, 69].

Stochastic Perturbation/Masking. This category of methods perturbs/masks a certain fraction
of nodes/edges and their corresponding features from the graph data to integrate diverse priors.
Edge perturbation (dropping/adding) methods randomly remove/add a certain portion of edges
from the input graph during training [131, 147, 184, 197], as follows:

Ã = (1 − 𝑟 ) · A + 𝑟 · (1 − A), (5)

where 𝑟 denotes the perturbation ratio. Similarly, the node-dropping method randomly removes
a certain portion of nodes from the graph to get the augmented graph [184, 197]. Instead of
manipulating the graph structure, the feature masking method randomly masked off node features
for the augmentation [147, 184, 197], defined as:

X̃ = (1 − 𝐿) ⊙ X + 𝐿 ⊙ 𝑀, (6)

where 𝑀 and 𝐿 denote the mask and location indicator matrix. Given masking ratio 𝑟 , 𝐿𝑣𝑖 (𝑖-th
elements of node 𝑣) is set to 1 with probability 𝑟 and 0 with probability 1 − 𝑟 . Besides, DGI [154]
also employs a corruption function to get the augmented graph by a row-wise shuffling of the node
feature matrix, formulated as follows: �̃� = 𝑋 [𝑖𝑑𝑥, :], where 𝑖𝑑𝑥 is a random arrangement list from
1 to V . To avoid manually selecting augmentations, JOAO [196] formulates a bi-level optimization
framework for augmentation strategy selection for GCL. GCA [233] identifies important edges and
feature dimensions for adaptive edge dropping and feature masking.
Subgraph Sampling. The key idea is to derive augmented graph instances from the input

graphs that optimally retain certain desired properties. This is achieved by maintaining a subset of
nodes and their associated connections, formulated as:

Ã, X̃ = A[S,S], X̃[S, :], (7)
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Table 1. Summary of graph augmentation strategies for GCL.

Method Augmented Data Core Idea

DropEdge [131] Edge Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
GraphCL [197] Node/Edge/Feature/SubGraph Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
BGRL [147] Node/Edge Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
DGI [154] Feature Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
JOAO [196] Node/Edge/Feature/SubGraph Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
GCA [233] Edge/Feature Stochastic Perturbation/Masking
GCC [125] Subgraph Subgraph Sampling
SUBG-CON [51] Subgraph Subgraph Sampling
MOCL [141] Subgraph Subgraph Sampling
PPR [40] Graph Graph Diffusion
MERIT [52] Edge/Feature/Graph/SubGraph Graph Diffusion
MICRO-Graph [220] SubGraph Graph Structure Learning
DeCA [73] Graph Graph Structure Learning
SUBLIME [94] Graph Graph Structure Learning
AutoGCL [195] Graph Graph Structure Learning
AD-GCL [144] Graph Graph Adversarial Training
ARIEL [24] Graph Graph Adversarial Training
GraphACL [99] Graph Graph Adversarial Training
RGCL [77] Graph Graph Rationalization
GCS [168] Graph Graph Rationalization

where S ⊂ V represents the node subset. GraphCL [197] and GCC [125] use subgraphs as
contrastive instances and sample subgraphs for augmentation with random walks on the graph.
SUBG-CON [51] samples central nodes and their surrounding nodes as the subgraph for the node-
wise augmentation. MoCL [141] utilizes biomedical domain knowledge to generate augmented
molecular graphs by substituting substructures like functional groups.

Graph Diffusion. This kind of strategies create the augmented graph with the global structural
knowledge of the input graph, which establishes connections between nodes and their indirectly
connected neighbors. A generalized graph diffusion process can be formulated as:

Ã =
∑︁∞

𝑘=0
𝜃𝑘T𝑘 , (8)

where T ∈ R |V |× |V | is the transformation matrix derived from adjacent matrix A (e.g., AD−1 or
D− 1

2AD− 1
2 ). 𝜃𝑘 denotes the global-local coefficient, pre-defined by specific diffusion variants such as

heat kernel [69] (i.e., 𝜃𝑘 = 𝑒−𝑡 𝑡
𝑘

𝐾 ! ) and Personalized PageRank (PPR) [40, 52, 115] (i.e., 𝜃𝑘 = 𝛼 (1−𝛼)𝑘 ),
where 𝛼 and 𝑡 is the random walk teleport probability and diffusion time, respectively.

3.1.2 Learning-based Augmentation. Rather than relying on stochastic rule-based augmentations,
which may introduce noise into GCL, learning-based graph augmentation approaches aim to learn
augmentation strategies in a data-driven manner, which include graph structure learning, graph
adversarial training, and graph rationalization methods.
Graph Structure Learning. Since the graph structures are often incomplete and noisy, graph

structure learning treats graph structure as learnable parameters and endeavors to identify an
augmented graph for the downstream task:

Ã, X̃ = T (A,X), (9)
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where T (·) represents the graph structure learning function. MICRO-Graph [220] formulates graph
motif learning as a clustering process and leverages extracted graph motifs to sample subgraphs for
GCL. DeCA [73] jointly learns graph community partition and graph representation considering the
community structures. SUBLIME [94] and AutoGCL [195] design a bootstrapping GCL mechanism
that automatically generates the representative graph view of the original graph.

Graph Adversarial Training. Instead of learning optimal structures, graph adversarial training
expects the model to withstand adversarial perturbations, leading to improved generalization:

Ã = T ′ (A), T ′ = argmin
T

D(𝑓 (T (A)), 𝑓 (A), (10)

where 𝑓 · and D(·, ·) are the graph encoder and graph agreement discriminator. AD-GCL [144]
employs an adversarial method to produce augmented graph views, reducing information redun-
dancy from the original graph. ARIEL [24] generates the adversarial graph view by maximizing the
graph contrastive loss and formulates the generated view as hard training samples. GraphACL [99]
introduces an adversarial generation branch that actively generates a bank of hard negative graph
samples for GCL. GACN [169] develops a graph view generator and discriminator to learn the
augmented graph views through a min-max game and the views are further used for GCL.
Graph Rationalization. Rationale serves as a representative subset of a graph and is utilized

independently for GCL, inherently making these methods interpretable. We define the rationale as:

Ã = T (A), 𝑓 (T (A)) = 𝑓 (A) . (11)

RGCL [77] introduces a rationale generator that identifies discriminative subset nodes within the
original graph, thereby generating rationale-aware views for GCL. GCS [168] proposes an iterative
refinement procedure to identify the semantically discriminative structures of the graph depending
on contrastive saliency.

3.2 Contrastive Mode
GCL enhances the alignment between instances with similar semantic content by leveraging
various graph views at different scales. These views range from graph-level view to subgraph-level
view and down to node-level view, in increasing order of granularity. We further categorize the
contrastive mode into intra-scale and inter-scale contrast. To be specific, intra-scale contrast focuses
on comparing two views at the same granularity, such as node versus node, maintaining consistency
in scale across comparisons. Conversely, the two views in inter-scale contrast have different levels
of granularity, such as node versus graph, facilitating comparisons from local (node-level) to
global (graph-level) perspectives within graph contexts. The contrastive mode methods in GCL are
summarized in Table 2.

3.2.1 Intra-scale Contrast. The intra-scale contrastive learning approach can be subdivided into
three distinct perspectives: global-level, context-level, and local-level intra-scale contrast.

Global-level Intra-scale Contrast. Methods within this category typically employ discrimina-
tion between graph representations [59, 129, 144, 144, 176, 196, 197]. As an instance, GraphCL [197]
utilizes four distinct graph augmentation methods to generate varied views. Formally, let h𝑔𝑖 =
𝑓𝜃 (A𝑖 ,X𝑖 ) denote the graph representation of the original view and h̃𝑔𝑖 = 𝑓𝜃

(
Ã𝑖 , X̃𝑖

)
be the

augmented representation. GraphCL employs contrastive loss denoted as L𝑐𝑜𝑛 (·) to draw the
representations of two graphs that share similar views closer:

𝜃 ∗ = argmin
𝜃

1
|G|

∑︁
𝑔𝑖 ∈G

L𝑐𝑜𝑛
(
h𝑔𝑖 , h̃𝑔𝑖

)
. (12)
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JOAO [196] further improves GraphCL by introducing joint augmentation optimization, which
optimizes both the selection of augmentations and the contrastive objectives simultaneously.
AD-GCL [144] introduces adversarial edge dropping as an augmentation strategy to minimize
the redundant information captured by encoders. Unlike previous methods that require data
augmentations, SimGRACE [176] uses the original graph as input and pairs a GNN model with its
perturbed variant as dual encoders to obtain two correlated views for contrast without relying on
data augmentations. HGCL [59] utilizes contrastive learning across multiple scales to capture the
hierarchical structural semantics in graphs, and uses a Siamese network and momentum-update
encoder to reduce the need for a large amount of negative samples.
Context-level Intra-scale Contrast. To explore the universal topological properties across

various networks and uncover semantic relationships in multi-scale structures, researchers propose
to perform contrast at the subgraph level [38, 93, 125]. GCC [125] introduces a pre-training task
for graphs that focuses on identifying and transferring structural patterns across various graph
networks. Initially, it extracts subgraphs from the 𝑟 -hop ego networks of nodes. To elaborate,
the set of 𝑟 -hop neighbors surrounding a vertex 𝑣𝑖 is denoted as 𝑁𝑣𝑖 = {𝑢 : 𝑑 (𝑢, 𝑣𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑟 }, with
𝑑 (·, ·) representing the function that calculates the shortest path distance between nodes. The
subgraph generated from 𝑁𝑣𝑖 is known as the 𝑟 -ego network. GCC then uses contrastive learning
to differentiate between subgraphs from a specific vertex and others, which empowers the GNN
to capture and generalize universal patterns across various graphs. Han et al. [38] argue that
manually crafted negative samples may fail to adequately represent a graph’s local structures.
Consequently, they introduce a framework GSC that combines adaptive subgraph generation with
contrastive learning for self-supervised graph representation, employing optimal transport distance
as a similarity metric to more effectively capture and differentiate the intrinsic structures of graphs.
Similarly, MSSGCL [93] also raises doubts about the efficacy of forming positive and negative pairs
through graph augmentation. By employing subgraph sampling, it generates views at various scales
and constructs diverse contrastive pairs according to semantic associations.

Local-level Intra-scale Contrast.Methods in this category primarily aim to learn node-level
representations by aligning representations at the node level [13, 31, 84, 232, 233]. For example,
GRACE [232] initially creates views of the nodes based on both structural and attribute aspects,
and the embeddings are denoted as h𝑣𝑖 and h𝑢𝑖 . It then employs a contrastive loss to enhance the
consistency between node embeddings across these views:

L
(
h𝑣𝑖 , h𝑢𝑖

)
= log

𝑒𝜃 (h𝑣𝑖 ,h𝑢𝑖 )/𝜏

𝑒𝜃 (h𝑣𝑖 ,h𝑢𝑖 )/𝜏︸        ︷︷        ︸
positive

+
∑︁𝑁

𝑘=1
I[𝑘≠𝑖 ]𝑒

𝜃 (h𝑣𝑖 ,h𝑤𝑘 )/𝜏︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
inter- and intra-view negatives

, (13)

where h𝑤𝑘
= {h𝑣𝑘 , h𝑢𝑘 } indicates the inter- and intra-view negatives. GCA [233] advances this

field by incorporating an adaptive augmentation technique for graph-structured data, utilizing rich
priors for both the topological and semantic information of the graph. Different from previous
work that utilizes two correlated views for GCL, ASP [13] integrates three distinct graph views
(original, attribute, and global views) into its framework for joint contrastive learning across these
views. To address the challenge of selecting representative samples for more effective training,
B2-sampling [84] employs balanced sampling to identify the most representative negatives and
biased sampling to correct the most error-prone negative pairs.

3.2.2 Inter-scale Contrast. Inter-scale approaches discriminate between different levels of graph
topologies, which contain three sub-categories: local-global, local-context, and context-global
contrast, each targeting contrasts at varying granularities.
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Table 2. Summary of contrastive mode for GCL. “GIC", “CIC”, and “LIC” stand for global-level intra-scale,
context-level intra-scale, and local-level intra-scale contrast, respectively. While “LGC", “LCC”, and “CGC”
represent local-global inter-scale, local-context inter-scale, context-global inter-scale contrast, respectively.

Method Pretext Task Core Idea

GraphCL [197] GIC Augmentation-based graph-level contrast
AD-GCL [144] GIC Adversarial edge dropping
SimGRACE [176] GIC Dual encoders
HGCL [59] GIC Multi-scale hierarchical contrast
GCC [125] CIC Sample ego networks; Contrast among sub-graphs
GSC [38] CIC Adaptive subgraph generation
MSSGCL [93] CIC Multi-scale subgraph sampling
GRACE [232] LIC Use structural and attribute views
GCA [233] LIC Adaptive augmentation using rich priors
ASP [13] LIC contrast among three views
B2-sampling [84] LIC Balanced and biased sampling
DGI [154] LGC Contrast node and graph embeddings
MVGRL [40] LGC Use graph diffusion to create structural views
CGKS [221] LGC Graph pyramid of coarse-grained views
SUBG-CON [51] LCC Contrast central nodes and their adjacent subgraphs
EGI [228] LCC Enhance MI between structural and node embeddings
GIC [112] LCC Contrast nodes and their cluster embeddings
SUGAR [142] CGC Distill subgraph patterns into a sketched graph version
BiGI [9] CGC Optimize subgraph-graph MI in bipartite graphs
MICRO-Graph [220] CGC Employ a sampler to identify informative subgraphs

Local-Global Inter-scale Contrast. This category of methods focuses on capturing both local
and global information, aiming to maximize the mutual information between these two scales
of representations [40, 117, 154, 221]. DGI [154] pioneers the approach of contrasting node-level
embeddings against graph-level representations. It first uses two encoders to obtain graph and
node embeddings, i.e. h̃𝐺 = 𝑅(𝑓𝜃1 (Ã, X̃)) and H = 𝑓𝜃2 (A,X), where 𝑅(·) is the graph readout
function. The goal is to maximize the mutual information between local representations and their
corresponding global summaries:

𝜃 ∗1 , 𝜃
∗
2 = argmin

𝜃1,𝜃2

1
|V|

∑︁
𝑣𝑖 ∈V

L𝑐𝑜𝑛
(
h𝐺 , h𝑣𝑖

)
. (14)

MVGRL [40] employs graph diffusion to create an augmented structural view of a graph, and
adopts a discriminator to contrast nodel-level and graph-level representations across views. To
leverage the complex and hierarchical nature of graphs, CGKS [221] develops a graph pyramid
of coarse-grained graph views, each crafted through a topology-aware graph coarsening layer. It
then employs a novel joint optimization strategy featuring a pairwise contrastive loss to facilitate
knowledge interactions across different scales of the graph pyramid.

Local-Context Inter-scale Contrast. Methods in this category mainly differ from local-global
contrast by emphasizing the encoding of sampled subgraphs rather than the entire graph [51, 112,
152, 228]. SUBG-CON [51] leverages the significant relationship between central nodes and their
adjacent subgraphs, aiming to capture structural information from regional neighborhoods and
avoiding bias towards fitting the overall graph structure. Similarly, EGI [228] focuses on training a
GNN encoder to optimize the mutual information between defined structural information and node
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embeddings, which facilitates the extraction of high-level transferable knowledge from graphs.
Besides contrasting local-global views, GIC [112] also aims to enhance the mutual information
between node representations and their cluster embeddings, which is achieved by grouping nodes
according to their embeddings and adjusting them to be more aligned with their cluster summaries.
HCHSM [152] identifies a limitation in earlier GNN pre-training strategies, where treating all nodes
equally can result in neglecting the significant yet challenging boundary samples. Therefore, it
implements a multi-hierarchical contrastive strategy that incorporates multiple levels of intrinsic
graph features, thereby enhancing the ability to distinguish representations of difficult samples.
Context-Global Inter-scale Contrast. Another notable category in inter-scale contrast is

context-global contrast, which seeks to enhance the mutual information between subgraph repre-
sentations and the overall graph representation [9, 142, 220]. SUGAR [142] distills essential subgraph
patterns from the original graph into a sketched version, and employs a self-supervised approach
that enhances subgraph embeddings to reflect global graph structures through mutual information
maximization. BiGI [9] generates a comprehensive global representation from two prototype repre-
sentations and employs a subgraph-level attention mechanism to encode sampled edges into local
representations. It enhances the global significance of nodes within a bipartite graph by optimizing
the mutual information between their local and global representations. MICRO-Graph [220] tackles
the challenge of subgraph-level contrast by identifying and sampling semantically significant
subgraphs, particularly in molecular graphs. It then employs a sampler to identify informative
subgraphs, which are to train GNNs via graph-to-subgraph contrastive learning.

3.3 Contrastive Optimization Strategy
To optimize the GCL, we need to define a contrastive objective, which captures the positive samples’
similarity, while showing the negative samples’ discrepancy. Following some recent reviews on
self-supervised learning strategies, we categorize the strategies into contrastive and non-contrastive
methods respectively [139, 233]. The contrastive methods are those that require concrete negative
samples, and the non-contrastive methods are those that can optimize without any negative samples.
The contrastive optimization strategies in GCL are summarized in Table 3.

3.3.1 Contrastive Methods. These strategies require both positive and negative samples. Some
methods are based on InfoNCE [4, 114], some of them are based on divergence of the distribu-
tions [108], while some others are based on direct distance of positive versus negative samples [135].
InfoNCE-based Methods. From data 𝑥 and its context 𝑐 , directly modeling 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑐) might be

sub-optimal, since the model can be distracted by information unrelated to the task goal. Therefore,
some researchers seek to maximally preserve the mutual information between 𝑥 and 𝑐 ,

𝐼 (𝑥 ; 𝑐) =
∑︁

𝑥,𝑐
𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑐) log 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑐)

𝑝 (𝑥) . (15)

And they propose InfoNCE [4, 114] based on the Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE) technique [36],
which has long been widely utilized in various fields. InfoNCE-based methods typically use random
perturbation to generate augmented views. In the augmented views, InfoNCE regards any two nodes
that are generated from the same source node as positive pairs, and any other pairs as negative
pairs. InfoNCE can handle tasks in other fields as well, such as speech, image, and text [114]. Given
a set of 𝑁 random samples 𝑋 = {𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑁 }, where it contains only one positive sample and 𝑁 − 1
negative samples from the proposed distribution 𝑝 (𝑥), InfoNCE optimizes:

L𝑁 (𝑥) = −E𝑋∼{𝑝 (𝑥 ) }𝑁
[
log

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑐)∑
𝑥 𝑗 ∈𝑋 𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑐)

]
, (16)
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and optimizing the loss in Equation (16) is equivalent with estimating the density ratio

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑐) ∝ 𝑝 (𝑥 |𝑐)
𝑝 (𝑥) . (17)

To be more specific, in GCL, for every node v𝑖 with positive set P(v𝑖 ) where we sample 𝑃 positive
samples from P(v𝑖 ), and negative set Q(𝑣𝑖 ) where we get the𝑄 negative samples, InfoNCE is often
implemented as

L(v𝑖 ) = − 1
𝑃

∑︁
p𝑗 ∈P(v𝑖 )

log
𝑒𝜃 (v𝑖 ,p𝑗 )/𝜏

𝑒𝜃 (v𝑖 ,p𝑗 )/𝜏 + ∑
q𝑗 ∈Q(v𝑖 ) 𝑒

𝜃 (v𝑖 ,q𝑗 )/𝜏
, (18)

where the function 𝜃 measuring the embeddings’ similarity can be implemented as cosine similarity.
It is demonstrated that InfoNCE is able to provide robust and effective performance improvements

under many contrastive learning settings [231]. However, the limitation it faces is that it still needs
many negative samples. There are many works that improve the standard InfoNCE approach. For
example, GRACE [232] and GCA [233] work on improving data augmentation strategies, Local-
GCL [212] and ProGCL [177] improve its sampling approaches, while PiGCL [41] alleviate the
influence of implicit conflicts from the negative samples.
Divergence-based Methods. Some strategies compare the divergence between the positive

samples’ distribution and the negative samples’. When defining the graph contrastive optimization
objective, it is common to use Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD). JSD is also called Information
Radius (IRad) [108]. It is an extension of the Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) with non-negligible
differences, such as the fact that JSD is symmetrized, smoothed, and always has a finite value. JSD
of distributions 𝑋 and 𝑌 is

JSD(𝑋 ∥𝑌 ) = 1
2
KLD(𝑋 ∥𝑀) + 1

2
KLD(𝑌 ∥𝑀) ,

where𝑀 = 1
2 (𝑋 + 𝑌 ) is a mixture distribution of 𝑋 and 𝑌 . Using JSD to define the GCL objective:

LJSD (v𝑖 ) =
1
𝑃

∑︁
p𝑗 ∈P(v𝑖 )

log(𝑑 (v𝑖 , p𝑗 )) +
1
𝑄

∑︁
q𝑗 ∈Q(v𝑖 )

log(𝑑 (v𝑖 , q𝑗 )) , (19)

where the discriminator function 𝑑 (a, b) is usually inner product of a, b followed by a sigmoid
activation function. Hjelm et al. [44] have proposed a variant of JSD objective, where the log(·)
function is replaced by a softplus function sp(𝑥) = log(1 + 𝑒𝑥 ):

LSP−JSD (v𝑖 ) = − 1
𝑃

∑︁
p𝑗 ∈P(v𝑖 )

sp(−𝑑 (v𝑖 , p𝑗 )) −
1
𝑄

∑︁
q𝑗 ∈Q(v𝑖 )

sp(−𝑑 (v𝑖 , q𝑗 )) , (20)

Distance-based Methods. Some other strategies compare the positive and negative samples
directly. For example, the Triplet Margin (TM) optimization strategy directly enforces an increase
in the relative distance between positive and negative example pairs [133]. TM objective is widely
used for computing relative similarity between samples as well, especially in metric learning [134].
In a problem where we define an anchor v𝑖 , a corresponding positive sample p𝑖 and negative sample
q𝑖 , the TM loss is formulated as:

𝐿(v𝑖 , p𝑖 , q𝑖 ) = max{𝑑 (v𝑖 , p𝑖 ) − 𝑑 (v𝑖 , q𝑖 ) + 𝜖, 0} , (21)

where 𝜖 is a margin value, and 𝑑 (x, y) = ∥x − y∥𝑝 is a norm. To be more specific, the TM loss on a
GCL sample’s node v𝑖 is usually

LTM (v𝑖 ) = max
{ 1
𝑃

∑︁
p𝑗 ∈P(v𝑖 )

∥v𝑖 − p𝑖 ∥ −
1
𝑄

∑︁
q𝑗 ∈Q(v𝑖 )

∥v𝑖 − q𝑖 ∥ + 𝜖, 0
}
. (22)
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Table 3. Summary of contrastive optimization strategies for GCL.

Method Category Core Idea

InfoNCE [114] Contrastive Method NCE-based, proved to follow InfoMax principle
GRACE [232] Contrastive Method InfoNCE-based
GCA [233] Contrastive Method InfoNCE-based
GCL [212] Contrastive Method InfoNCE-based
ProGCL [177] Contrastive Method InfoNCE-based
PiGCL [41] Contrastive Method InfoNCE-based
DGI [154] Contrastive Method Follow InfoMax principle
JSD (IRad) [108] Contrastive Method Distance-based, proved to follow InfoMax principle
SP-JSD [44] Contrastive Method JSD-based, replacing log function with softplus
TM [133] Contrastive Method Distance-based, no guarantee on InfoMax
BYOL [32] Non-contrastive Method Knowledge-distillation method
BGRL [148] Non-contrastive Method Graph-specific extension of BYOL
Barlow Twins [209] Non-contrastive Method Redundancy-reduction method
VICReg [6] Non-contrastive Method Redundancy-reduction method

Most of these strategies are linked to the InfoMax principle [82], which seeks to maximize the
Shannon Mutual Information (MI) between the same set of nodes across different views. Methods
based on InfoNCE and JSD have been shown to successfully approximate the lower bound of MI,
whereas the TM strategy is empirically found to raise the mutual information between positive
samples, without much strong theoretic guarantee [119].
Among those methods, InfoNCE achieves the best overall performance as long as there are

sufficient negative samples [231], and therefore is widely adopted in recent studies on contrastive
learning [4, 15, 66, 150, 151].
Other Methods. There are many other graph contrastive optimization methods requiring

negative samples, such as DGI [154]. DGI-based methods have a similar objective function as is
defined in Equation (16), except that instead of sampling from any random negative samples, it
samples from a target node’s neighborhood. In addition, it enforces an inductive bias that adjacent
nodes should have similar representations. InfoNCE can be more easily extended to other fields
than DGI, while DGI puts more emphasis on graph structure.

3.3.2 Non-Contrastive Methods. This kind of strategies do not require the existence of any concrete
negative samples, and in some previous works, people refer to them as non-contrastive methods [139].
In the absence of concrete negative samples, we usually focus on the agreements among the

positive samples. There are various different ways: knowledge-distillation methods, such as the
extension of BYOL [32] on graph settings — BGRL [148], and redundancy-reduction methods such
as the Barlow Twins [7, 209] and VICReg [6].

Knowledge-distillation Methods. BYOL [32] stands as a self-supervised optimization strategy
initially tailored for handling non-contrastive image representation learning. It surpasses many
advanced contrastive approaches without access to any negative samples. BYOL operates with two
neural networks, known as the online network and the target network, which mutually enhance
each other’s learning. The online network is sometimes referred to as a teacher network, whereas
the target network is sometimes referred to as offline network [231]. BGRL [148] adapts BYOL to
graph settings, applying graph augmentations on every node in a coherent way, instead of that
for BYOL on images, where it learns to predict the projection of each image independently. BGRL
starts from an augmented view 𝑞(v𝑖 ) of a positive sample v𝑖 , and trains the online network 𝑞(·) to
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predict the representation of the target network v′𝑖 – another augmented view of the same data
sample. Then the objective is simply to maximize their cosine similarity by minimizing

LBYOL = −
𝑞(v𝑖 )⊤v′𝑖

∥𝑞(v𝑖 )∥∥v′𝑖 ∥
. (23)

When being applied to graph settings, BYOL-based methods such as BGRL are often symmetrized,
in the sense that the online network is also applied to v′𝑖 , making predictions from the reversed
direction [148, 231]. To avoid resulting in a trivial solutionwhere𝑞(v𝑖 ) = v′𝑖 , several extra constraints
are added. It was found that strategies including asymmetric dual encoders, updating the target
encoder through an exponential moving average, or employing batch normalization, are all useful
tricks to prevent such model collapse [32].
Redundancy-reduction Methods. Barlow Twins strategy is a typical method that conducts

redundancy reduction on the cross-correlation matrix between features of the augmented views of
a sample. Taking representations of the same node from two augmented views: v ∈ R𝑑 and u ∈ R𝑑
for instance, we have 𝑑-dimensional features. Then we compute correlation matrix C ∈ R𝑑×𝑑
between v and u, and the Barlow Twins loss is then computed as:

LBarlow−Twins =
∑︁
𝑖

(1 − C𝑖𝑖 )2 + 𝜆
∑︁
𝑖

∑︁
𝑗≠𝑖

C2
𝑖 𝑗 , (24)

where the trade-off term 𝜆 is a hyper-parameter.
Taking one step further, the VICReg loss [6] added the variance-invariance-covariance regu-

larization terms on top of Barlow Twins loss. Therefore, the VICReg strategy is less sensitive to
normalization tricks and more stable than Barlow Twins strategy in practice.
VICReg defines a loss term with three components: (1) the invariance component, which mea-

sures the mean square distance between vectors, (2) the variance component, which enforces the
embeddings of samples within a batch to be different from each other, and (3) the covariance
component, which will decorrelates the variables of each embedding within a batch, and prevent
information collapse (i.e., avoid the variables being highly correlated).

LVICReg = 𝜆Linv (v, u) + 𝜇Lvar (v, u) + 𝜈Lcov (v, u) , (25)

where 𝜆, 𝜇 and 𝜈 are hyper-parameters defining the importance of each term. The invariance
component Linv (v, u) is computed as the mean-squared Euclidean distance of the vectors pair.
The variance component Lvar (v, u) = 𝑓𝑣 (v) + 𝑓𝑣 (u) has 𝑓𝑣 being a hinge function on the standard
deviation of the embeddings along the batch dimension:

𝑓𝑣 (x) =
1
𝑑

𝑑∑︁
𝑗=1

max(0, 𝛾 − 𝑠 (x, 𝜖)) , (26)

with the regularized standard deviation defined as 𝑠 (x, 𝜖) =
√︁
Var(x) + 𝜖 , and 𝜖 is just a small scalar

preventing numerical instabilities. Finally, the covariance component Lcov (v, u) = 𝑓𝑐 (v) + 𝑓𝑐 (u)
has a function 𝑓𝑐 :

𝑓𝑐 (x) =
1
𝑑

∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

[𝐶 (x)]2𝑖, 𝑗 , (27)

whose design is inspired by Barlow Twins strategy. Here, 𝐶 (x) is the covariance matrix of x.
OtherMethods.The above-mentioned strategies have been tested in experiments to demonstrate

their effectiveness [231], whereas other graph self-supervised learning strategies that worked in
other fields can potentially help with GCL as well [92].
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Fig. 3. GCL in graph weakly supervised learning.

4 GRAPH CONTRASTIVE LEARNING FOR DATA-EFFICIENT LEARNING
In this section, we extend GCL to other aspects of data-efficient learning, such as weakly supervised
learning, transfer learning, and other related scenarios, to maximize the potential of GCL.

4.1 Graph Weakly Supervised Learning
In many real-world scenarios, acquiring labeled data can be costly or impractical. In response to
this challenge, Graph Weakly Supervised Learning (GWSL) has been proposed. GWSL utilizes
both labeled and unlabeled data to enhance model performance in low-resource scenarios. Current
GWSL methods primarily utilize GCL to achieve two core functionalities: efficiently utilizing sparse
labeled signals and fully exploiting unlabeled structural information as shown in Fig 3. The weakly
supervised learning methods with GCL are summarized in Table 4.

4.1.1 Contrast for Label Utilization. In this approach, the emphasis lies in attempting to utilize the
sparse supervision information contained within labeled data more effectively during contrastive
learning. Related methods can be categorized into two types: using hard labels and using soft labels.
Hard Label Guided Contrast. In this strategy, as a representative work, CG3 [155] performs

hierarchical graph convolution and then conducts GCL within labeled graphs as:

Lℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑 (h𝑖 ) = − log
∑
𝑘 1{𝑦𝑖=𝑦𝑘 } exp (⟨h𝑖 , h𝑘⟩)∑

𝑗 exp
(〈
h𝑖 , h𝑗

〉) . (28)

Here, 1{ ·} is the indicator function, which equals 1 if the condition holds. This simple operation
enhances the discriminability of representation clusters corresponding to different labels (i.e.,
different 𝑦). GSKN [96] and HGK-GNN [97] are two representative structural Pseudo-Labeling
GWSL works, which adopt structural kernel to capture graph topological structures and are applied
in underlying contrastive learning. KGNN [63] utilizes a memory network for implicit contrastive
learning, followed by the propagation of hard label information using posterior regularization:

L(𝜽 , 𝝓) = L(𝜽 ) −min
𝜙

KL
(
𝑞𝜙 (𝑦 | 𝑥)∥𝑝𝜃 (𝑦 | 𝑥)

)
, (29)

where 𝑞𝜙 is parameterized with a contrastive network and 𝑝𝜃 is parameterized with a traditional
GNN. GLA [207] utilizes GCL to learn label-invariant features for better propagating supervision
signals between similar graphs. Yu et al. [202] propose a confidence-discriminative GNN, aiming to
extract potential information from unlabeled data and only assign hard labels to confident data to
reduce error accumulation.
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Table 4. Summary of GCL-based weakly supervised learning methods. “HL" and “SL" are for hard and soft
label utilization. Meanwhile, “IF" and “CM" are for information fusion and conflict mitigation.

Method Category Core Idea

CG3 [155] HL Hard guidance function for GCL
GSKN [96] HL Label-guided and kernel-based topology contrasting
HGK-GNN [97] HL Label-guided and kernel-based topology contrasting
KGNN [63] HL Posterior regularization for label utilization
GLA [207] HL Label-invariant features for label propagation
MCL [83] SL Memory-based prototype calculation
PCL [98] SL Transforming hard constraint to soft constraint
SimP-GCN [54] SL Calculating soft centers with neighbors
DualGraph [101] IF Iterative annotation and retrieval
CGPN [156] IF Poisson Network based fusion
CoMatch [75] IF Joint evolution for structure and label fusion
GAGED [216] CM Detecting and reducing errors
ASGN [39] CM Learning and selection
InfoGraph [140] CM Mutual information between nodes and graphs
SMGCL [226] CM Mutual information among multiple levels

Soft Label Guided Contrast. In order to better avoid the harmful bias that hard labels may
introduce, a series of methods combining soft labels and contrastive learning have been proposed.
MCL [83] uses a memory bank M to compute a soft prototype w for each class, and then utilizes
prototypes to compute the similarity between each data 𝑥𝑖 and label 𝑦 𝑗 as:

sim(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦 𝑗 ) =
exp(

〈
h𝑖 ,w𝑗

〉
)∑

𝑘 exp(⟨h𝑖 ,w𝑘⟩)
, where w𝑗 = Mean

(h𝑘 ,𝑦𝑘 ) ∈M,𝑦𝑘=𝑦 𝑗

h𝑘
∥h𝑘 ∥

, (30)

and then optimizes the similarity calculationwith contrastive learningmethods. PCL [98] transforms
the strong constraint “a node belongs to a specific class" into a weaker constraint "two nodes do
not belong to the same class” to provide the model with better fault tolerance, and then utilizes
a topologically weighted contrastive loss to better model the latter constraint. SimP-GCN [54]
designs a 𝑘-nearest-neighbor graph based on the node features to construct soft-label centers for
improving representation learning.

4.1.2 Contrast for Structure Integration. Methods in this category attempt to utilize GCL to explore
the intrinsic structural information of graphs without label guidance, and then integrate it with
label information. Related approaches mainly investigate two issues: how to more fully integrate
consistent information from both labels and structures to enhance representations, and how to
reduce conflicts arising from inconsistent information between them.

Contrast for Information Fusion. These methods focus on how to better integrate information
that is consistent between labels and structures. The most prevalent fusion method is to directly
add the label-determined supervised loss and the structure-determined self-supervised loss:

L = L𝑠𝑢𝑝 + L𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑓 . (31)

The method for computing L𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑓 based on contrastive methods has been extensively discussed
in Section 3, so we will not delve further into it here. Additionally, there are some unique fusion
approaches. DualGraph [101] iteratively utilizes annotation and retrieval to recognize and fuse
consistent label and structure information. During this process, contrastive learning ensures that
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structure information consistently possesses discriminative representations. CGPN [156] designs a
Poisson Network to propagate label information guided along the structure. CoMatch [75] learns
two representations of label probabilities and contrasting structure embeddings, and then adopts a
joint evolution approach to accomplish the information fusion.
Contrast for Conflicts Mitigation. This category of methods primarily focuses on reducing

potential conflicts caused by inconsistent information from labels and structures. GAGED [216]
utilizes GCL to detect potential errors in node features and thereby reduce conflicts. ASGN [39]
adopts a strategy of learning and selection to minimize the gap between structures and labels. An
interesting observation is that there is often structural information at different levels in the graph.
The inconsistency between labels and different levels of structure may vary, so aligning structures
at different levels first is more advantageous to reducing conflicts with labels, formulated as:

Fusion(Labels,Alignment(level1, ..., level𝑘 )). (32)

Following this framework, InfoGraph [140] uses projection heads to align the information carried by
nodes and graphs, reducing the potential bias impact. SMGCL [226] utilizes mutual information (MI)
to align information at node-level, subgraph-level, feature-level, and topology-level simultaneously:

L(𝑣𝑖 ) = − log𝜎
(
MI

(
h′𝑖 ,U

′′
𝑖

) )
− log𝜎

(
MI

(
h′′𝑖 ,U

′
𝑖

) )
− log

(
1 − 𝜎

(
MI

(
Nh′𝑖 ,U

′′
𝑖

) ) )
− log

(
1 − 𝜎

(
MI

(
Nh′′𝑖 ,U

′
𝑖

) ) )
,

(33)

where U′
𝑖 and U′′

𝑖 are the representations of the subgraph related to node 𝑖 in two different views
(feature view and topology view), Nu′𝑖 and Nu′′𝑖 are the negative representations of node 𝑖 , which
are generated by randomly disrupting the original node features.

4.2 Graph Transfer Learning
Graph transfer learning aims to enhance model performance when a graph domain shift exists
between the source domain D𝑠𝑜 used for training and the target domain D𝑡𝑎 for inference. Given
the expensive cost of annotating graph data [193], graph transfer learning represents a crucial topic
in graph representation learning.

Contrastive learning (CL) can improve graph transfer learning from the two aspects: inter-domain
and intra-domain, as shown in Figure 4. For inter-domain, CL effectively aligns or discriminates
between domains. For intra-domain, CL facilitates extracting transferable graph features that are
invariant to domain shifts in the source domain, while allowing the model to learn adaptive features
in the target domain. The graph transfer learning methods with GCL are summarized in Table 5.

4.2.1 Inter-domain Contrastive Learning. Through contrasting data from different domains, models
can effectively uncover domain relationships and enable domain transformation. The objectives
can be categorized as either domain alignment, bringing the domains closer, or discrimination,
distinguishing the source and target domains.
Contrast for Domain Alignment. The challenge of using contrastive learning for domain

alignment is to identify cross-domain consistent data points as positive samples and contrast them
with negative samples. To generate target-consistent samples from the source domain, DEAL [192]
perturbs source graphs using the semantics of the target graph, and then uses contrastive learning
to align the source and target domains. Additionally, some methods attempt to identify anchor
samples in the source domain. UDANE [11] introduces prototype contrastive learning, which aligns
target domain data with source domain prototypes. The prototype is computed as:

𝜇𝑠𝑜
𝑘

=

∑
𝑖∈D𝑠𝑜 1{argmax(𝑦𝑠𝑜

𝑖
)=𝑘}h

𝑠𝑜
𝑖∑

𝑖∈D𝑠𝑜 1{argmax(𝑦𝑠𝑜
𝑖

)=𝑘}
, (34)
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Fig. 4. GCL in graph transfer learning.

where 1{ ·} is the indicator function, h𝑠𝑜𝑖 is the node-level feature, and 𝜇𝑠𝑜
𝑘

is the extracted source
prototype of class 𝑘 . Conversely, researchers attempt to obtain source-consistent samples in the
target domain. CoCo [193] first generates pseudo-labels 𝑦𝑡𝑎𝑗 in the target domain. Then, it performs
contrastive domain alignment using samples with the same labels across domains as positive pairs:

Π( 𝑗) = {𝑖 |𝑦𝑠𝑜𝑖 = 𝑦𝑡𝑎𝑗 , G𝑠𝑜𝑖 ∈ D𝑠𝑜 } . (35)

Some researchers also make use of node- and graph-level representations. GCLN [172] performs
contrastive learning between node-level representations and graph-level representations from the
source and target domains, aligning cross-domain representations to achieve domain attraction.

Contrast for Domain Discrimination. To improve model robustness and security, learning to
discriminate between source and target domain data, and identifying OOD graph data samples,
is also necessary [90]. These methods focus on finding reliable normal and abnormal samples.
ACT [162] generates normal and abnormal samples using neighborhood similarity information.
Utilizing average data information, GDN [18] identifies an abnormal set by contrasting it with the
average sampling of a normal set. Through contrastive learning between normal and abnormal
samples, these methods enable domain discrimination and anomaly awareness in the target domain.

4.2.2 Intra-domain Contrastive Learning. Data from different domains can play different roles in
contrastive graph transfer learning. In the source domain, models can learn to extract domain-
invariant features, thereby improving transferability. In the target domain, models can adapt to the
target distribution, directly improving their performance in the ultimate inference scenario.

Contrast for Transferable Representation. These methods generally operate on the source
domain, heuristically extracting transferable graph patterns (e.g., subgraph structures) and using
contrastive learning to improve the transferability of graph representations. Specifically, GCC [125]
and SOGA [230] extract subgraph instances and perform contrastive learning on them via InfoNCE,
which enables the learning for transferable patterns across domains. Similarly, EGI [228] captures
substructural information via k-hop ego-graphs and performs contrastive learning by optimizing
the JSD between the ego-graph embeddings. Moreover, CICG [16] extracts maximally domain-
invariant subgraphs that are robust to domain shifts, using them as positive examples for contrastive
learning. CICG discusses the problem from the information bottleneck principle [2] and models
with a contrastive learning objective:

𝐼

(
Ĝ; G̃ |𝑌

)
≈ E{

Ĝ,G̃
}
∼P(G |Y=𝑌 ),{G}𝑀𝑖=1∼P(G |Y≠𝑌 ) log

𝑒
𝜙

(
sĜ ,sG̃

)
𝑒
𝜙

(
sĜ ,sG̃

)
+ ∑𝑀

𝑖=1𝑒
𝜙

(
sĜ ,sG𝑖

) , (36)
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Table 5. Summary of graph transfer learning methods for GCL. “AL" and “DIS" are for inter-domain alignment
and discrimination. Meanwhile, “TR" and “DA" are for intra-domain transferable representation learning and
domain adaptation.

Method Category Core Idea

DEAL [192] AL Adversarial perturbations for domain alignment

UDANE [11] AL Prototype contrastive learning
DA Consistent learning across backbones

CoCo [193] AL Pseudo-label learning
DA Consistent learning of topologies at different levels

GCLN [172] AL Node-and-graph contrastive learning
DA Local-and-global consistency

ACT [162] DIS Contrastive learning by neighborhood information
GDN [18] DIS Detection of abnormal set
GCC [125] TR Graph sampling for augmentation
SOGA [230] TR Zero-mlps for target information learning
EGI [228] TR Contrastive learning across k-hop ego-graphs
CICG [16] TR Invariant subgraphs detection with information bottleneck
GraphCL [197] DA Maximize mutual information with augmented views
ALEX [204] DA Noise-robust contrastive learning by SVD

where, Ĝ denotes the extracted domain-invariant subgraphs and G̃ is the sampled source graphs
with same label 𝑌 .

{
Ĝ, G̃

}
∼ P (G|Y = 𝑌 ) is positive set and {G} ∼ P (G|Y ≠ 𝑌 ) is negative set.

Contrast for Domain Adaptation. Target domain data provides a fertile ground for model
adaptation. These methods contrast different graph augmentations, views, or backbones for con-
trastive learning. For contrasting graph augmentations, GraphCL [197] and ALEX [204] explore
target data through contrastive learning between original and augmented graphs. GTrans [55]
employs test-time DropEdge augmentation to generate positive samples. The learning objective is:

L =

𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

(
1 −

ĥ⊤𝑗 h𝑗

∥ĥ⊤
𝑗
∥∥h𝑗 ∥

)
−

𝑀∑︁
𝑗=1

(
1 −

h̃⊤𝑗 h𝑗

∥h̃⊤
𝑗
∥∥h𝑗 ∥

)
, (37)

where ĥ denotes the positive samples generated by augmentation and h̃ denotes the negative
samples generated from feature shuffling. For contrasting different graph views, GCLN [172] uses
contrastive learning with local and global consistency to improve feature representations in the
targeted domain. In addition, some methods contrast different graph backbones to fully exploit
information from the target domain. CoCo [193] contrasts GCNs and Graph Kernel Networks,
while UDANE [11] contrasts GCNs and MLPs. The different inductive biases of these encoders
allow for learning robust features of the target domain through their contrasting representations.

4.3 Others
In addition to the aforementioned aspects, GCL also plays a broad and significant role in many
other areas of data-efficient graph learning, such as graph noise processing, imbalance learning,
out-of-distribution (OOD) issue, adversarial attack, and fairness. Up to this point, there have been
ample researches that demonstrate the effectiveness of GCL in these task domains. This section
will systematically introduce the main ideas of the GCL-based methods for each task.
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GCL against noise. Due to issues such as manual labeling or experiment cost, noise is com-
monly present in graphs, including label noise or structure noise. Therefore, researchers explore
GCL-based methods to resist the negative impact of noise, enhancing model robustness. The funda-
mental paradigm of this task involves learning a model with strong structural learning or category
prediction capabilities based on a noisy graph or graph with noisy labels.

To address the noise issue, GCL is primarily incorporated into model in the form of regularization.
CR-GNN [79] employs a GCL framework that integrates neighbor information to construct the
contrastive loss, while also introducing cross-space consistency to reduce the semantic disparity
between the contrastive space and classification space. Such a strategy helps mitigate overfitting
to noisy labels by leveraging structural information. CGNN [205] incorporates GCL as a form of
regularization, which refrains from relying on label information to prevent overfitting to noisy
labels, thereby enhancing its robustness and generalization capability. OMG [194] combines coupled
Mixup with GCL to tackle the problem of noisy labels. Generating positive and negative pairs using
convex combination and multiple sample Mixup enhances the model’s generalization capability.

GCL against imbalance. The imbalance issue in graphs, caused by uneven class distributions,
challenges traditional graph learning algorithms, which tend to favor majority classes over minority
ones. This bias results in unreliable predictions for underrepresented classes. Researchers seek
GCL-based methods to address this issue [111, 190], aiming to design models that can effectively
learn from imbalanced graph data, ensuring accurate and balanced predictions across all classes.
To handle the imbalance class distribution, there are many promising algorithms proposed for

these issues, ImGCL [210] builds a principled GCL framework on imbalanced node classification to
automatically and adaptively balance the node representations across all classes with the support
of progressively balanced sampling. By leveraging graph and text information, CM-GCL [120]
proposes inter-modality GCL and intra-modality GCL to automatically generate contrastive pairs
and achieve balanced representation across unlabeled data in a co-training paradigm.
GCL against out-of-distribution (OOD). The OOD problem in graphs arises when the data

distribution encountered during testing differs significantly from that during training. Researchers
study GCL-based methods to address this issue, aiming to develop models that can detect OOD
instances in graphs or provide reliable predictions to the target domain, corresponding to OOD
detection and OOD generalization.
In the OOD detection task, with the assistance of GCL, GRADATE [20] proposes a multi-view

multi-scale GCL framework that contains node-subgraph, node-node, and subgraph-subgraph
contrasts to enhance the robustness of the node embeddings for graph anomaly detection. GOOD-
D [90] employs hierarchical contrastive learning to augment graphs produced via a perturbation-free
graph augmentation approach. Its goal is to capture underlying in-distribution (ID) patterns and
detect OOD graphs by pinpointing semantic inconsistencies across different levels of granularity,
including node-level, graph-level, and group-level distinctions. GLADC [103] utilizes the GCL
strategy to improve the representations of nodes and graphs in normal graphs using an encoder-
decoder architecture. It then assesses the error between these representations and those of the
generated reconstruction graph to identify anomalous graphs. In addition, in the OODgeneralization
task, FLOOD [89] leverages invariant learning and bootstrapped learning with a GCL architecture to
acquire invariant representations conducive to risk extrapolation. CIGA [16] captures the invariance
of graphs under various distribution shifts by using GCL to maximize the agreement between the
invariant part of graphs with the same label.
Adversarial attack for GCL. The field of adversarial attack in graphs involves developing

methods to defend against malicious manipulations aimed at disrupting models trained on graphs.
In the realm of GCL, the study of adversarial attack serves a crucial purpose. By integrating
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adversarial attack learning techniques into the GCL framework, researchers aim to enhance the
models’ robustness against malicious manipulations of graph structures or attributes.
To build informative contrastive samples and improve the robustness of contrastive learning,

many papers have recently considered introducing adversarial attacks into the GCL framework.
ArieL [24] introduces an adversarial graph perspective as a novel data augmentation technique and
an information regularizer, aiming at offering high-quality contrastive samples and enhancing the
stability of GCL. CLGA [219] suggests an unsupervised gradient-based adversarial attack for GCL
through flipping the edges with gradient ascent to maximize the contrastive loss. This approach
selects the most informative edges, enabling the model to adapt better to various downstream
tasks. GCBA [211] pays attention to the security of GCL under malicious backdoor adversaries
and designs the first backdoor attack including poisoning, crafting, and natural backdoor, which
illustrates that specifically designed defenses are needed for further study. SP-AGCL [48] proposes
a similarity-preserving adversarial GCL that contrasts the clean graph with the node similarity-
preserving view and the adversarial view. RES [80] underscores the certifiable robustness of GCL
by introducing a unified criterion for evaluating and certifying its robustness. Additionally, it
presents a novel technique to ensure this certifiable robustness, which can be reliably maintained
in downstream tasks.
Fairness for GCL. Ensuring fairness entails mitigating biases and disparities that may arise

in the learning process due to various factors such as degree bias or sampling bias in graphs. By
incorporating fairness-aware techniques into GCL, researchers aim to develop models that exhibit
equitable behavior. This approach fosters the creation of models capable of making fair predictions
and decisions to enhance their applicability in diverse graph-based applications.

Wang et al. [163] explore structural fairness and demonstrates theoretically that GCL leads to a
clearer community structure, driving low-degree nodes further away from community boundaries.
Building upon this theoretical foundation, the paper introduces GRADE, which employs distinct
graph augmentation strategies for low- and high-degree nodes. Kose and Shen [70] introduce
innovative fairness-aware graph augmentations using adaptive feature masking and edge deletion
to mitigate bias in graph contrastive learning. This study introduces various fairness notions in
graphs to inform the design of the developed adaptive augmentation strategies. To address diverse
application scenarios, Graphair [81] devises automated graph data augmentations under the GCL
framework. These augmentations aim to avoid sensitive information while retaining other valuable
insights, which are themselves derived directly from the input graph.

5 REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss the applications of GCL in various real-world scenarios, encompassing
valuable fields such as drug discovery, genomics analysis, recommender systems, social networks,
and traffic forecasting, demonstrating its practical utility.

5.1 Drug Discovery
Drug discovery [35, 113] aims to discover medications that require precise drug screening for
given targets. Graph representation learning has become increasingly crucial in drug discovery,
which provides a generic framework to model complex molecular structures. Therefore, GCL is
widely utilized in molecular science with different applications including biomolecular interaction
analysis [130] and molecular property prediction [78].

Biomolecular Interaction Analysis. As a fundamental problem in drug discovery, biomolec-
ular interaction analysis includes the study of drug-drug interaction, drug-gene interaction and
drug-target interaction. Recent machine learning approaches [27, 146, 161, 188] usually utilize
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graphs to represent both drug molecules and receptor proteins, followed by graph neural networks
for downstream prediction tasks. They usually generate graph representations from different
views, (e.g., local and global views) and then GCL has been adopted to enhance the agreement
across different views for information interaction. For example, CSCo-DTA [161] generates graph
representations from two different views, i.e., the interaction network and biological entities and
maximizes the mutual information across these views using GCL. It also adopts select positive
views using drug–drug similarities and meta-paths, which enables effective contrastive learning
for drug–target binding affinity predictions. SHGCL-DTI [188] introduces GCL for heterogeneous
graphs, which involves neighboring and meta-path views for cross-view representation learning.
DGCL [146] constructs an interaction graph and a dynamic hypergraph to provide graph represen-
tations from a local and a global. Then a GCL objective is adopted to bridge the complimentary
semantics. SMGCL [27] introduces three different views, i.e., drug similarity, disease-similarity and
their associations to effective model local and global topologies, enhanced with GCL for effective
drug–disease association prediction.

Molecular Property Prediction.Molecular property prediction is an essential problem in drug
discovery and material discovery. As a basic application of graph-level classification, recent ap-
proaches leverage GCL to enhance representations of molecules. They [60, 78, 159, 208, 225] usually
explore different property augmentation strategies for effective semantic exploration in molecular
domains. For example, GeomMPNN [78] introduces both 2D graphs and 3D graphs to represent
molecules and then learns topological information for graph representations from different views.
It then maximizes the mutual information across 2D and 3D views for representation enhance-
ment. CasANGCL [225] first introduces multi-granularity graph perturbation strategies including
attribute masking and subgraph extraction to generate different augmented views for GCL. It also
introduces supervised contrastive learning by constructing positive pairs using labels. HiMol [208]
involves motif structures in the hierarchical molecular representation learning process, which is
followed by a self-supervised learning task. iMolCLR [166] decomposes molecules into different
substructures and introduces contrastive learning to learn representations of these substructures.
These approaches can be also extended to protein function prediction and solubility prediction.
For example, HEAL [33] introduces perturbation to hidden space instead of graph samples for
regularization, which further enhances protein representations in a self-supervised manner.

5.2 Genomics Analysis
Genomics analysis [21] is critical for understanding disease mechanisms, evolutionary biology, and
benefiting medicine development, which has received extensive attention in the field of machine
learning [71]. GCL also has extensive applications in different genomics applications including
single-cell data imputation [45], clustering [85] and multi-omics data integration [71].

Single-cell Data Imputation and Clustering. Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) pro-
vides a convenient tool for understanding cell behavior at the single-cell level. Data imputation
and clustering are fundamental tasks in single-cell data analysis. Existing GCL approaches [72, 149,
182, 224] usually build graphs based on similarity or interaction information and then conduct
GCL for discriminative cell representations. For example, scGCL [182] builds a cell graph using
the k-nearest neighborhood (kNN) and then infers both local and global information for accurate
positive pairs, which would be incorporated into a GCL framework for effective cell representation.
An autoencoder framework is adopted to reconstruct the gene expression matrix. scGPCL [72]
constructs a cell-gene graph for representation learning, and then generates augmented views for
instance-wise contrastive learning. Prototypical contrastive learning is also adopted to enforce cell
representations to approach their corresponding prototypes to enhance clustering results.
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Multi-omics Data Integration. Recently, multi-omics techniques [71] can provide different
perspectives for researchers to sufficiently understand complicated biological systems. The compli-
cated multi-omics data can be efficiently modeled by graphs such as co-expression networks. Then,
existing approaches [86, 127, 180, 234] usually adopt node-level GCL to enhance cell and gene repre-
sentations for downstream tasks. For example, MuSe-GNN [86] adopts a graph Transformer to learn
gene representations from co-expression networks and then adopts GCL to maximize the mutual
information between similar genes. MOGCL [127] constructs graphs using a pairwise distance ma-
trix, followed by the framework in GCA to learn effective cell representations. MTGCL [180] adopts
a multi-task learning framework, which combines semi-supervised node classification with GCL.
These effective multi-omics representations are used to determine cancer driver genes for precision
medicine. ConST [234] further utilizes GCL to learn from spatially resolved transcriptomics (SRT).
It contains contrastive learning in three different levels: (1) local-local contrast utilizes attribute
masking for augmentation to emphasize important features; (2) local-global contrast maximizes
the mutual information between node embeddings and graph embeddings to learn global property;
(3) global-context contrast follows the paradigm of prototypical contrastive learning to enhance
the clustering performance.

5.3 Recommender Systems
Graph-based recommender systems [43, 173] serve as novel solutions to modern web platforms
to alleviate the information-overload issue and provide personalized recommendation results for
users. Learning informative and high-quality node representations becomes the key to promising
recommender models. GCL techniques assist the model to fully exploit neighborhood structural
information for collaborative filtering [164] and other downstream recommendation tasks [22, 174].

Graph-based Collaborative Filtering. As a key part of industrial recommendation pipelines,
collaborative filtering (CF) models aim at matching users with sets of items based on their interaction
history. Since graph-based methods have achieved promising results in CF tasks [34, 110, 121, 137],
later researches have turned their attention towards GCL methods for better performance. As a
pioneering work of adopting GCL in CF models, SGL [170] proposes to generate multiple views of
the user-item bipartite graph with node-dropping, edge-dropping, and random-walk. Liu et al. [95]
adopt graph perturbation and conduct contrastive learning for debiased recommendation. Inspired
by the idea of graph view generation, LightGCL [8] proposes an SVD-based contrastive learning
scheme, where the global structure of the interaction graph is obtained by a low-rank factorization.
HCCF [178] extends this idea and leverages a hypergraph structure learning framework as the
contrastive view for graph recommender models. Compared with the aforementioned methods
that sought augmented graph views for contrastive learning, Yu et al. doubt the necessity of graph
augmentations and propose SimGCL [201], a contrastive learning model with random noise-based
data augmentation. XSimGCL [199] merges the encoding processes of SimGCL and constructs an
extremely simple GCL. DCCF [128] combines multiple contrastive representations in a disentangled
style to exclude the augmentation-induced noise inherent in the graph views. SimpleX [109]
constructs the cosine contrastive loss to learn uniform and informative item representations.
Apart from traditional user-item interaction graphs, there are efforts on constructing novel graph
structures to exploit the collaborative similarity. QRec [200] turns to hypergraph recommendation
with a self-supervised multi-channel contrastive learning andmakes personalized recommendations
based on social influence. HeCo [165] proposes a novel co-contrastive learning mechanism for
heterogeneous graphs between views of meta-paths. HGCL [14] involves contrastive pairs from
heterogeneous graph nodes to achieve knowledge transfer between views. KGCL [187] introduces
knowledge graph-based contrastive learning while suppressing noise within the interaction graphs.
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GNN for Downstream Recommendation. Apart from collaborative filtering, there are a
variety of recommendation tasks aiming at addressing real-world challenges, such as sequen-
tial recommendation [122] and point-of-interests (POI) recommendation [62, 124]. These specific
downstream recommendation tasks require tailor-designed graph learning and contrastive learn-
ing schemes. For instance, COTREC [179] focuses on the session-based recommendation. While
item/segment dropout fails to augment session data since it may lead to sparser data, COTREC
constructs a global session adjacency to provide and optimize the session representation with
contrastive learning. DCRec [186] proposes to augment users’ sequential patterns with a global
collaborative relationship between items and applies a debiased contrastive learning framework
to capture the rich behavior patterns. There are also attempts to leverage contrastive learning to
exploit information from multiple data modalities. SDCRec [19] proposes to contrastively learn
better representations for cold-start users with the help of their social connections. MMGCL [191]
uses the modality edge dropout and modality masking techniques to align representations across
modalities in the micro-video recommendation. DisenPOI [123] tackles the challenges in point-
of-interest (POI) recommendation, where the geographical representations are entangled with
sequential representations of users. By introducing a contrastive learning-based disentangled loss,
DisenPOI learns the separate influence of multiple factors in POI recommendation. RCENR [50]
generates multiple user/news sub-graphs to enhance news recommendation and incorporates a
reinforcement-based strategy for contrastive learning.

5.4 Social Networks
Social network analysis [26, 145] focuses on the behavior of social actors in various types of
social networks. Given the widely existing graph structure in social networks, contrastive graph
representation learning is widely applied for both social network representation and different
network detection tasks.
While there is widespread fraud and fake information in online social media, an important

task is to detect possible false information and relative users. RDCL [106] adapts contrastive
learning objectives to ensure the consistency between perturbed and original social networks. By
encouraging the model to maintain resistance to structural perturbations, the RDCL model is able
to detect false information in a robust way. CBD [227] generates augmented views by removing
edges between users and proposes a contrastive learning-based pre-train and fine-tune framework
for detecting social bots on the fly. CALN [107] constructs contrastive pairs between different
topics to generalize the model to unseen open-topic fields, thus improving its ability to detect false
information. GACL [143] extends the contrastive generalization by modeling the rumor propagation
process and depicting the differences between conversational threads on social networks, achieving
promising performance in the rumor detection task.

5.5 Traffic Forecasting
Predicting the traffic situation of public transportation systems [74, 223] is a popular research field
in the application of GNNs. GCL methods are able to fully utilize the spatio-temporal feature of
traffic data and provide robust and accurate predictions.
To model the spatio-temporal dynamics of traffic data, GraphST [218] proposes an adversarial

contrastive learning paradigm to aggregate information from multiple views of POI graphs. The
collected data from sensors often suffer from noise and incompleteness. To address this issue,
UrbanGCL [116] proposes a feature-level and a topology-level data augmentation method to
improve model robustness with the spatial and temporal contrastive learning auxiliary tasks. In
order to better capture the periodical features in traffic activities, ST-A-PGCL [126] adaptively
conducts contrastive learning between three branches of periodical patterns and achieves promising
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results. While there are occasional sudden changes that outperform periodicity in real-world traffic
flows, GCGAN [183] proposes to use a GAN that generates contrastive graph samples to predict
sudden changes. To mitigate the data scarcity issue and anomalies, CDAGF [49] proposes a learnable
graph structure to provide the augmented views of location nodes. The generated views are then
integrated with a multi-graph fusion convolution layer, optimized by a contrastive fusion objective.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In summary, this survey provides a comprehensive overview of Graph Contrastive Learning (GCL),
addressing a critical gap in the literature by elucidating its foundational principles, including
augmentation strategies, contrastive modes, and optimization objectives. Additionally, we extend
our exploration to cover environments in weakly supervised learning, transfer learning, and other
data-efficient scenarios, demonstrating GCL’s versatility and impact across various real-world
applications such as drug discovery, genomics analysis, recommender systems, social networks,
and traffic forecasting. Despite the advancements in GCL, several challenges remain, paving the
way for future research to explore and enhance the potential of this promising field.

More Theoretical Understanding. GCL, as an emerging learning paradigm, has not yet built
a deep theoretical foundation. Current researches primarily focus on proposing novel training
frameworks, which are often intuitively designed and validated through empirical experiments, but
lack in-depth understanding of their theoretical properties. In the future, it is necessary to establish
a solid theoretical foundation for GCL, around its generalization ability, convergence properties,
theoretical bounds of performance, etc., which are beneficial for developing an efficient and reliable
framework for graph representation learning. For instance, Yuan et al. [206] propose a metric to
evaluate the generalization capability of GCL and theoretically proved a mutual information upper
bound for this metric from an information theory perspective, further guiding the design of a novel
GCL framework with more powerful generalization ability.
More Effective Augmentation Strategies. Augmentation strategies play a crucial role in

contrastive learning to generate distinguishable and meaningful representations [213]. However,
compared to image and text data, graph-structured data inherently possess complex non-Euclidean
characteristics, making the design of augmentation strategies challenging and underexplored. It is a
promising direction to develop more targeted and efficient augmentation strategies to enhance the
performance of GCL. Specifically, further exploration could be conducted on augmentation strategies
based on graph topology characteristics, spectral graph theory [29], automatable and adaptive
techniques [233], dynamically updating approaches, computationally efficient considerations, and
augmentation strategies tailored for specific complex graph types such as heterogeneous graphs [14]
and spatio-temporal graphs [217].

More Interpretability. Previous works on the interpretability of graph learning models mostly
focus on supervised learning settings [203, 222], while there is still a lack of research on the
explainability of graph self-supervised learning. Understanding the intrinsic patterns and structural
semantics of the learned representations and potential explanations for predictions made by GCL
is crucial for developing more reliable and secure GCL frameworks, enabling their applications
to vital fields such as the pharmaceutical industry [141]. For instance, RGCL [77] inspired by the
concept of invariant rationale discovery (IRD), introduce a rationale generator to automatically
learn important subgraphs within molecular graphs for molecular discrimination. It integrates the
sufficiency and independence principle of IRD into the GCL framework, enabling the discovery
and exploitation of rationales related to molecular properties during the optimization process of
GCL, thereby enhancing the framework’s interpretability. Exploring explainable GCL from more
perspectives is an interesting and practical direction.
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More Integration of Domain Knowledge. The application domains of GCL are extensive,
including pharmaceutical industry [141], bioinformatics [33], recommender systems [199], financial
industry [160], and traffic prediction [87], etc. These domains often possess their prior knowledge
and characteristics, such as chemical bonds and functional groups in molecules, and traffic rules and
preferences in transportation networks. Leveraging such domain knowledge and rules to design
domain-oriented augmentation strategies, pretext tasks, negative sample generation strategies, or
training frameworks significantly aids in enhancing the performance of GCL in specific domains.
For instance, KANO [23] utilize a chemical element-oriented knowledge graph (ElementKG) to
augment molecular graphs by supplementing inter-element relations from ElementKG into the
original graphs, thus establishing fundamental connections beyond structural information between
atoms and providing richer chemical semantics for molecular representations.

Improving Robustness. Real-world data often comes with various noise and incompleteness,
and graph neural networks are susceptible to adversarial attacks [235], posing significant challenges
to the robustness of GCL models. While most current efforts focus on improving GCL model
performance in various downstream tasks, research on the robustness of GCL models against
structural perturbations, label noise, adversarial attacks, domain shifts, and other interferences
remains inadequate. Systematically exploring and developing more robust GCL methods to address
various real-world noises or attacks is an important research direction. For instance, Lin et al. [80]
propose a unified definition of robustness in GCL and introduce the randomized edgedrop smoothing
(RES) technique, embedding randomized edgedrop noise into graphs to equip GCL with certified
robustness in downstream tasks. By delving deeper into the robustness of GCL, GCL techniques
can be better applied to risk-sensitive critical scenarios like financial fraud detection [157].
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